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We are a BioTech DePIN and knowledge hub ecosystem preventing false labeling and claims 
to verify plants' genetic with 99.9% accuracy. 
 
With the power of data, a decentralized workload, and a Certified Genetic Verification 
Protocol, MetaFlora will provide an environment to innovate the agricultural industry. 
 
Cultivators, industry experts, commercial farms, medical researchers, therapists and retail 
customers will use MetaFlora’s Decentralized Physical Infrastructure Network (DePIN).
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Using patented applications, farmers, experts, and cultivators can scan plants and record their 
DNA on the GalaChain. MetaFlora is currently in development within the cannabis industry. 

From verifying genetic & product data to preserving genetic lineages, MetaFlora brings 
transparency and innovation to the agricultural sector. 

The solution incorporates NFC scannable labels, on-chain verification, databases of agricultural 
knowledge and other tools into a decentralized ecosystem powered by thousands of nodes. 

Find more information in the Node Network paper.
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https://www.galachain.com
https://metaflora.xyz/MetaFlora-node-network.pdf


There's no quality standardization in the cannabis market, but MetaFlora's solution can fix that. 

Retail & professional gets cannabis products with COA validation (Certificate of Analysis) from 
independent laboratories. 

Our patented technology allows laboratories to give their clients DNA thumb-printed verification on 
every product label. This benefits academics researchers, physicians in the medical field, and consumers. 

The founder is a cannabis expert and well established in the cannabis industry. 

Excellent tokenomics, referral system and attractive reward incentives for node operators. 

Building on a newly released TypeScript-based fastest L1 blockchain.
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https://www.galachain.com


We plan to sell 3 different Nodes. We are currently in Phase 1 of our first Node Connoisseur. 
 
Connoisseur Nodes  
Designed for cannabis connoisseurs & Web3 enthusiasts. This tier receives exclusive rewards for processing  and 
transferring data in several ways within the MetaFlora ecosystem and processing ecosystem transactions. 

Commercial Farm Nodes 
Made for commercial farms and large-scale cultivation operations. This tier provides advanced features and 
capabilities tailored to commercial growers' needs. 

Home Grower Nodes 
This tier is for individual home growers and small-scale cultivation enthusiasts. A user-friendly and accessible 
solution for home growers to connect their growing environments to the platform and elevate their results.
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https://metaflora.xyz/MetaFlora-node-sale-deck.pdf


Everyone can join a mutually beneficial partnership with our referral system.  
1) Go to this website. 
2) Register your account. 
3) Generate a referral link. 
4) Get reward distribution to your connected wallet. 

You will receive a 10% referral reward immediately after your friend purchases Connoisseur Node. 
With more referred purchases, you can increase your referral tier and earn even more %. 

The referral program will be available in Phase 1 in from April 2024. Read more information HERE. 
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https://metaflora.xyz/MetaFlora-node-sale-deck.pdf


Token release is planned to decrease progressively over time. Not 
every year, but very close to this time in the form of halving based 
on Cumulative Circulating Supply. Ensuring a smooth transition 
from rapid expansion to sustainable development. 

For each ecosystem participant, the Adjustable Minting Rate can 
be reviewed periodically (e.g., annually or biannually) based on 
ecosystem health, token price stability, and contribution levels. 

For this reason, there is a Treasury which accumulates $OG tokens 
and has its own Adjustable Mint Allowance Pool. Through this 
mechanism, MetaFlora will be able to ensure a certain level of 
flexibility and reaction time for upcoming challenges or for 
additional support for its community or MetaFlora Node 
operators. Read more information HERE.

Daily Distribution & Halving Schedule

Tranches 
(years)

Released Supply 
(cumulative)

Daily Node 
Emission

1st 500,000,000 1,369,863

2nd 250,000,000 684,932

3rd 125,000,000 342,466

4th 62,500,000 171,233

5th 31,250,000 85,616

6th 15,625,000 42,808

7th 7,812,500 21,404

8th 3,906,250 10,702

9th 1,953,125 5,351

10th 976,562 2,676

Team 7 % 70 000 000

Operation & Development 12 % 120 000 000

Marketing 6 % 60 000 000

DEX Pool 2,5 % 25 000 000

Treasury 15 % 150 000 000

Connoisseurs Nodes 19 % 190 000 000

Home Grower Nodes 4 % 40 000 000

Gala Founders Nodes 2 % 20 000 000

Actions & Scanning 12 % 120 000 000

On-chain Asset Holders 12 % 120 000 000

Contributors Rewards 5 % 50 000 000

Genetic Lineage Reward 3 % 30 000 000

Donations 0,5 % 5 000 000

Total 100 % 1 000 000 000 *The token allocation and release rate are subject to change.
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https://metaflora.xyz/MetaFlora-tokenomics.pdf
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Are You Interested?
Contact us

t.me/RocketUnit
t.me/Zzuado

MetaFlora

@MetaFloraLabs

https://metaflora.xyz

https://t.me/RocketUnit
https://t.me/Zzuado
https://discord.gg/mfUWucgs
https://twitter.com/MetaFloraLabs
https://metaflora.xyz

